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Our Tenth Year

The Image of Fairfield

Thursday, October 23, 1986

Parents Storm the Campus

By Connie McKenna
News Editor
Over 2200 parents visited their
Fairfield- dwelling
offspring
last
weekend, making Parents Weekend '86
the most successful so far.
Claire
Carney,
Associate
Director
of
Development, has organized the event
for the past four years.
She
comments,"each year we've seen a
substantial increase in the number of
parents participating. Four years ago we
had 1200 parents, the next year 1600
parents came, and last year there were
2000. Participation has doubled in four
years."
Carney begins planning Parents
Weekend in April, although several
organizations on campus help with the
actual execution of the plans. FUSA

members Terri Durso and Anne Marie
Mione handled the Parents dance on
Saturday night, the Cardinal Key Society
helped with registration, and Alpha
Sigma Nu and Circle K members gave
tours. Carney's office handles the rest of
the organizing.
According to Carney, attendance
at all of the scheduled events was
excellent. "The play always sells out
right away, and the Parents mass has
been standing room only for four years.
The 1100 tickets for the dance were
easily sold, although attendance did drop
off quite a bit because of the World
Series game." Carney concluded that
typically, Parents Weekend is "very
casual; structured enough so that parents
have things to do, but allowing enough
free time for necessities like eating out
and food shopping."

Donations At Record High
Fairfield University reached a new high
in its fund raising in 1985-86 as gifts totaled
$3.35 million, a rise of 9 percent over the
previous year. In a report submitted to the
Board of Trustees, George E. Diffley, vice
president for advancement, noted that a key
factor in the increase was the gain in alumni giving, up 69 percent to $687,083.
The university also received $716,969 in
gifts from parents; $699,450 from foundations; $691,414 from friends; and
$556,052 from corporations. In addition,
the Fairfield Jesuit Community donated

$105,000 and the Alumni Association
$8,000. For the first time, the university
surpassed the million dollar mark in unrestricted funds, reaching $1,038,185. These
are funds donated to the university without
being designated lor a restricted purpose.
Mr. Diffley commented that the gifts
enabled the university to complete its fiscal year in the black for the 16th consecutive year. He explained that tuition from
each student actually falls $ 1,600 short of
covering the full cost of educating the stuContinued on page 2

FUSA TO Publish Directory
By Chris Michailoff
The Fairfield University Student Directory will not be put out by the Cardinal Key
Society, instead FUSA will be in charge of
organizing a directory. The Family Privacy Act," a recently enacted law prohibits
such a publication as a violation of the student's privacy. Mr. William Schimpf informed FUSA of this ruling.
A plan was put into action which allows
FUSA to publish the directory. They have
sent out a questionnaire which allows the
student to fill in information, and authorizes
FUSA to publish the material in a directory.
Part of the reason the Cardinal Key So-

ciety was unable to put out a directory was
because they do not have the manpower to
take over such a massive undertaking. Mike
Miller, president of FUSA, decided that
FUSA could handle the job and an agreement was reached with the Cardinal Key.
Brian Flaherty of FUSA stated, The student directory will contain valuable information besides the names and numbers of
students. We are going to try to put more
into it which will benefit the student body."
The directory will only consist of the students' names who respond positively to the
questionnaire by October 30. As the questionnaires come in, they will be entered into
computers by FUSA, who will then publish
them by November 15.

Alcohol Awareness Week Scheduled
By Monica Roberts
For the week between October 19 and
October 25, the Peer Counselors are sponsoring Alcohol Awareness Week. The
week's activities are presented in order to
make students more aware of the dangers
of alcohol and to be able to make responsible choices.
The first two days introduce the problem
of alcohol and include a panel discussion on
Tuesday. The panel consists of a medical
doctor, a policeman, a beer distributor, and
a recovering alcoholic. On Wednesday
there is a controlled drinking demonstration
and a meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous on
campus. Thursday's activities feature an

alcohol-free evening of mocktails and entertainment at the Stag-Her. A movie. The
Rose, will be shown on Friday and students
will be able to take a voluntary breathalyzer test Saturday.
Throughout the week, the Information
Booth at the Campus Center is providing
pamphlets and flyers concerning alcohol.
The results of a questionnaire, passed out
to students on Monday, will be posted on
Friday. A raffle is being held, and the drawing will be Thursday at the Stag-Her. Each
dormitory will run its own programs between Monday and Thursday.
The main theme of the week isrThink
Before You Drink."

Alpha Sigma Nu Inducts Members
By Michelle Byrd
Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit Honor
Society, inducted 29 from the class of
1987 Sunday afternoon in the Oak
Room.
Teacher of the Year, Rev.
MacDonnell, S.J., was also bestowed an
honorary membership in Alpha Sigma
Nu.
Only 29 out of 102 eligible
candidates met the three necessary
standards:
scholarship, loyalty, and
service. Candidates had to be involved in
at least two activities on campus or
neighborhood outreach programs. They
also had to write an essay on how their
membership
in
these
activities
demonstrates their loyalty to a Jesuit
education.
Alpha Sigma Nu signifies the
brotherhood of honored students. Said
Rev. Higgins, S.J., the society's advisor,
"These people epitomize well the Jesuit
ideal of being men and women for
others."
This gift of scholarship, loyalty,
and service "drives us to extend ourselves
to those less fortunate", says Robert
Patrignelli, president of Alpha Sigma
Nu.
Through such community projects
as donating food and clothing to the poor
and hosting a Christmas party for inner-

cily school children, the students oi
Alpha Sigma Nu, according to
Patrignelli, "pledge to avoid the crime of
being indifferent."
The following students were
inducted: Debrah A. Bacchieri,Geraldine
A. Cramer, Jeffrey M. Daly, Katherine
A. Demeri, Paula L. DiGiovanni, Laura
Dix, Paul F. Dudzic, Stacey E. Everett,
Patrick J. Fitzgerald, Tatiana M. Foroud
and Peter G. Gabos.
Denise M. Graziano, R. Colin
Hickey, Patricia A. Jarzabek, Carole A.
Kearney, Brain C. Mahler, John J.
Masselli,
Sharon
Millstein,
Alan
Minieri, Joseph T. Murphy, Robert J.
Patrignelli, Peter J. Pronovost, John J.
Russotto, Carolyn A. Shea, Stephanie
A. Stiefel, Paul M. Terreri, Kelly J.
Tormey Michael T. Voytek and Honora
M. Willcuts.
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New Nursing Administrator
Sees Changing Profession
There will be a critical shortage of nurses
within the next five to ten years but the future of nursing as a profession looks
promising, says the new assistant dean at
Fairfield University's School of Nursing.
Dr. Nancy F. Fasano of Old Greenwich,
who came to Fairfield from the University
of Texas' Health Science Center at
Houston, cites the overall smaller pool of
students seeking higher education and the
increased career opportunities for women
in other Fields as prime reasons for the
projected decrease in nurses.
The same social changes that have
opened up new areas to women, however,
arc also changing the role of nurses. Fasano
describes that role as one that "cares for the
individual. While the physician diagnoses."
Unfortunately the media has been slow
to respond to nursing's new image, Fasano
points out, "and often depicts the nurse as
the handmaiden of the physician."
Most health care professionals respect
one another's skills and talents, Fasano
maintains. "As society's views of men and
women change, the roles of nurse and physician become less rigid. There is more
overlapping of functions between all of the
various health care professionals."

Dr. Nancy F. Fasano

Although some hospitals and health care
agencies already are reporting a shortage of
nurses, Fairfield, which emphasizes nursing as a career, continues to have full capacity enrollment in its freshman classes.
Fasano credits the school's record of full enrollment to its established reputation, the
high percentage of students who pass the
State Board examinations (96 percent average over the last three years), and the personal attention students receive from the
time they apply right through their four
years of study.
An added attraction for many students is
the clinical work which begins sophomore
year, a full year earlier than some
programs.

FOUR TRUSTEES ELECTED
The Board of Trustees of Fairfield
University has selected two new members
and re-elected two former members. The
new members are J. Roger Hirl, president
and chief operating officer of Occidental
Chemical Corporation, based in Darien,
and Gaynor N. Kelley, president and chief
operating officer of Great Lakes Northern
Carbon, located in Briarcliff Manor, N.Y.
All were elected for three year terms. It

was announced by L. William Miles, chairman of the board of trustees and chief executive officer of University Patents, Inc.,
Westport. He cited the new trustees as executives who will help lead the university
in its mission "to develop the creative intellectual potential of its students and to
foster in them ethical and religious values
and a sense of social responsibility.

VOICES ACROSS CAMPUS

MIRROR

Campus
Calendar
by Denise Graziano

Information for the calendar may
be submitted in writing to
Box P or to the Mirror.

Sunday
• HARVEST/HOMECOMING
WEEKEND '86
• Sociology Club mtg. C307 7 pm

GIFTS, con't. from page 1
dent. The gifts support major areas such as
student financial aid, academic programs, faculty salaries, library, acquisitions, new equipment and energy costs.
Mr. Diffley cited, in particular, the
$105,000 from the Jesuit Community as
donated specifically to help build the
scholarship endowment to provide financial
assistance to students.
Analyzing the figures, Mr. Diffley said
just five years ago, the university only
fund to sponsor lectures and other programs
to stress the importance of the study of the
humanities.
During the past year, Fairfield added
$229,000 to its share of the humanities
fund.

Mr. Diffley credited a number of volunteers with leading the fund raising efforts.
J. Jeffrey Campbell of Miami, chairman
and chief executive officer of the Burger
King Corporation, was national alumni
fund chairman. Charles Dolan, chairman of
Cablevision Systems Inc., Woodbury,
N.Y., served as chairman of the parents
fund, and William J. Carroll, president of
Merit Insurance Inc., Bridgeport was chairman of the President's Circle. The President's Circle is comprised of the major
financial supporters of the university who
have each donated $1,000 or more. In the
past year, the membership of the Circle increased from 255 to 322.

their young scholars...we are all inspired
to study twice as hard....riiiiiiight....

CHEERS

Cheers...to
the
Mets
and
Reo
Sox....baseball's best towns are being
treated to the Series of a lifetimc.to the
Duplex for warming us up before the
'rents blew into town...and the Limit for
letting a just few students release their
secret desires at the transvestite
party...good job ladies errr guys...to the
basketball teams...now that you've
started practice we can start paving the
way for the Red Sea...to Chris O'Connell
and
John
Masselli... holding
the
Legislature elections is dull, time
consuming and boring but it has to be
done right, good job...a big cheer for all
the parents who took time out to be with

Boos...to shuttle drivers who never take a
look at the schedule...would a grandfather
clock in the Stag-her get you to the bus on
time?... to those cold callous relatives
that couldn't spare half a day to spend
with little Bob or Sue...maybe we'll
come home early for Thanksgiving, stay
late and terrorize the neighborhood...

Mary Ellen Quilter '87 Psychology
It's a toss-up between Fr. Al Kelley or Fr.
Bill.

Stephanie Laplante '89, Bridget Moran
'89,Bridget Mahoney '89 "Bioheads"
"We all asked Dr. Sal Bongiourno; he
couldn't decide who to take-so he's taking
us all."

BOOS

By Suzy Larkin

If you could take anyone to Harvest who
would it be?

Terry Durso '88 Accounting
Definitely Brian Flaherty

Fairfield Mirror

Brian Flaherty '87 Political Science
Tcrri Durso

24 Thursday
• ALCO -IOL AWARENESS WEEK C.C.
Lobby Lunch
• FUSA presents "Mr. Simon Sez"
C.C. L< 3bby Lunch
• Julie h Hall Dorm Council Candy
Sales C.C. Lobby Lunch
• StagH er In Coffeehouse 9 pm
• FUSA Legislature mtg.
Facult / Dining Room 7:30 pm
• Faith c ind Justice mtg. Bannow
Facult / Lounge 7:30 pm
• Pep B and Practice J25 7 pm
• Leage of Women Voters
Congr essional Debate Gonzaga
Aud. £ \ pm

i ';

27

r

Monday

• CAREf ER WEEK '86 C.C Lobby,
Lunch
• MAJO R MONDAY Check Specific
Major Locations in Lobby at Lunch
• Creati\ re Job Hunting for Liberal
Arts M ajors Faculty Dining Room
3:30 p m
• Senior Proof Selections C.C. Lobby
10 am 4 pm
• Julie h lall Dorm Council Candy
Sales 3.C. Lobby Dinner
• Specie I Dinner Regis 2

Friday
• ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
C.C. Lobby Lunch
• HARVEST WEEKEND '86
• Marine Corps Recruiting C.C.
Lobby 10 am-2 pm
• Julie Hall Dorm Council Candy
Sales C.C. Lobby Dinner
• Christian Fellowship mtg. Bannow
Faculty Lounge 3:30 pm
• StagHer Inn Happy Hour 5 pm-8
pm

26 Saturday
• HARVi EST/HOMECOMING
WEEK END '86
• FUSA Harvest Dance
Oakro< jm/M.D.R. 9 pm
• Alumn Rugby Game Noon
• Hornet ;oming Dance Alumni Hall
9 pm

Tuesday
• CAREER WEEK '86
• Mirror mtg. Bannow Faculty
Lounge 7 pm
• Career Planning Center Interview
Workshop Faculty Dining Room
3:30 pm
• Senior Proof Selection C.C. Lobby
10 am-4 pm
• Latin American Studies mtg.
Nursing Aud. 7 pm
• International Relations mtg. B333
7:30 pm
• Writing Center Wordprocessing
Workshop Canisius Apple 11e Lab
11:30 am
• Julie Hall Dorm Council Candy
Sales C.C. Lobby Dinner
• Special Dinner Regis 3

29 Wednesday
. 'CARE EER WEEK '86
• Mock Interviews Time and Place
byA| Dpointment
• Resu me Writing Workshop Faculty
Dinin g Room 3:30 pm
• Seme sster at Sea CO. Lobby 10
am-2 pm
• Julie Hall Dorm Council Candy
Sales C.C Lobby Dinner
• Peer Counselors mtg. B138 6 pm
• Chor ale Gonzaga Aud. 6 pm
• Spec al Dinner Regis 4
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$

8.00/HK

PLUS
PAID BENEFITS
Permanent
Part-time Work
Loading-Unloading
Packages Up To 70 lbs.
Excellent Opportunity For Students
Work hours available: Mon. thru Fri.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.*
12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.*
All shifts available in Stratford UPS Facility
*Shifts available in the Norwalk UPS Facility
Interviewing for Stratford Facility at the Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
Interviewing for Norwalk Facility at the Norwalk UPS Facility
190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk
Mondays 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Wednesday 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
EOE • M/F

No phone calls, please
. >.

*
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Editorials
Alcohol Beware
College. The word brings many images
to our mind. Classes. Ourdormroom. Latenight studying with a six-pack of Coke. Going to dances. Going to parties. Getting
drunk. For too many of us, getting drunk
is a very important, yet dangerous, priority.
Of course, after a rough week of studying, loosening up with friends over drinks
at a party is a relaxing, much-needed experience. But what at one moment is vital
to our growth process, is at the same time
stifiling to our lives.
First of all, excessive drinking is unhealthy. It damagestnir liver, kills our brain
cells, and regurgitation is a form of overdose that can lead to suffocation, to name
just a few of the harmful after-effects.
Secondly,excessive drinking effects our
mind. It makes us do and say things that our
against our will. Alcohol takes us under its
wing and causes us to loose control.

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to Box
AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65 margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all letters. Letters must be free of personal
attacks, inaccurate factual material, and all
libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments
or replies should be conducted on a face
• to face basis, so that room can be reserved
for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear. The
Board's decision is final.

Finally, drinking kills. Drinking and
driving is a leading cause of death in our
country . And even though the drinking age
has been raised in most American states,
thousands of deaths still occur everyday.
Obviously, the problem has not been
solved.
This week is Alcohol Awareness Week.
It is designed especially to make us think
about what we are doing everytime we get
drunk. We must be aware of all the consequences that surround overdosing on this
drug call alcohol. It is not saying -STOPdrinking, for this would be an impossible
feat to accomplish. It is instead saying STOP-. Before you chug-a-lug that twelfth
beer, why not think about the body, and all
the other bodies you may harm if you continue irrational behavior. Drinking is a very
serious matter, and it should be treated this.

Editor-in-Chief

Joseph T. Draper

Managing Editor

Melissa Campanelli

Associate Editor

Dear Editor:
In response to the many responses to
Christopher's response to the Thursday
night festivity tradition here at Fairfield
University, I would like to say that I am disgusted and appalled. Mr. Bermingham has
every right to express his opinion and possible solutions to what he sees as a problem.
He is using a valuable piece of our
democracy to make a legitimate point.
I don't happen to agree with the solutions
he offers, but I do believe he should be allowed to offer them, if he so chooses. I really don't see what the author of last week's
editorial got so riled up about, anyway. It's
not as if the administration is going to sit at
the feet of Chris and say "Tell us what to
do."
Also, I think Mr./Ms. "Name Withheld
Upon Request" should be ashamed of himself/herself (evidently he was) for using a
valuable resource like a newspaper to accuse a man of having a "bizarre thought
process" and using terms like "a valuable
drinking time," even in jest. An editorial
has two obligations; to express one's pub-

ule quizzes on friday, but that is another
issue.
I know that Fairfield students are generally responsible people. My letter did not
leave that in question. Let's take responsibility for keeping the night life here active.
Being mad isn't enough.

Lisa Boync

News
Arts and Entertainment

We Can Express Ourselves

Being Mad Is Not Enough
To the Editor:
I would like to apologize to all who
missed the point of my last letter. I am not
personally disturbed by friday class attendance. I AM concerned that the Stag-Her
is in danger. My letter said that those
professors who are worried should control
their classes BEFORE they meddle with
campus life. I know that this may cause
some teachers to take attendance or sched-

EDITORIAL BOARD

lie opinion, and to give a service to the public. Last week's editorial "R-E-S-P-E-C-T"
is a perfect example. An attempted rape is
a serious subject, as is stealing from fellow
students.
If a person wishes to argue with another,
he/she should try talking face-to-face, or
pay a dollar for one of those personals The
Mirror advertised the other week.

Connie McKcnna
Robert Amoroso
John Courtmanche

Features
Asst. Features

Joe DeVito

Sports

Paul Fabbri

Business
Commentary.-''

_

Photograimj^fe^S

Grapbhg , j | ^

Michael Maher
jrTadaelena Messia
AilKireaAvhitehouse

ilfwraJ^k Locke

Busii^Essjfsripi "*JK~
Public Relations fj^J^k

tatifaMalerba
Sarhfaillace

Advertising Manager
Advertising Assistant

Sincerely,
Matthew S. Antinoro'90

;MCHr/Conway
'(•) ,/Chris Borjes

Classified Mana

The Fairfield University Playhouse will
be holding a production meeting for it's second production, "Curse of the Starving
Class," this Monday, October 27, 6:00 pm
in the playhouse. The playhouse staff is
looking for people interested in helping in
the following areas: set construction,
properties, costumes, publicity, lighting
and all other areas of production. They are
also looking for a person who could get
them a live lamb. For further information
contact Kevin Lee in Campion 225,
254-8188 or Box 1379.

Business Managers

Kathi Gould
Sheri Lamont
Michael Thompson

Batman
Robin
Production Manager

Tom Blauvclt
John Pawlowski
Leigh Dancribcrg

Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor.

Telephone-254-4000 ext. 2533 or call us
direct—255-8802. Layout every Sunday
night. Ad deadline Friday afternoon. The
Mirror is published every Thursday during
the academic year. All rights reserved.
Copyright 1986 by the Fairfield Mirror,
Inc.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30th

Career Spectrum
In the Oakroom from 1:30 pm until 4:30 pm,
Meet representatives from the Field you're
interested in, the firms you'd like to work for.

Christopher Bermingham '89

MEN'S Haircuts
$10
WOMEN'S Haircuts $15

All Ages Welcome
TONIGHT IN THE "STAG-HER INN"
Coffeehouse entertainment by:
ENGINE TROUBLE featuring
John McGovern
TED STERANKO, guitarist, singer, entertainer
BE THERE!!!
Don't Miss

fyi -si,0p

259-1732

33 THORPE STREET, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Located Off Of Post Road—Behind the All Star Deli

MR. SIMON SEZ
in the Campus Center Lobby during lunchtime
TODAY
Thursday, October 23
* LAUGHS * GAMES * PRIZES * FUN *

October 23
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Commentary
Veterans stop fasting
by Hadaelena Messia

On Friday the 16th of October, the four
war veterans who were fasting for peace in
Nicaragua on the Capitol steps, had their
first meal after 46 days of living off water
only. They were fasting in protest to the
$100 million aid that the U.S. has given to
the contras. They feel that they have proven
their point, even though the situation in
Nicaragua has not changed. Mr. Mizzo
with a respiratory infection and 45 less
pounds of weight stated :' It was not a fast
to death. It was a fast for life, to stop the
killing in Nicaragua. To be frank, I'm glad
it's coming to an end. I'm charged up
spiritually. Phisically, I have nothing left.'
They have ■ reived thousands of letters

from all over the country supporting them
and encouraging them to fight for peace in
Nicaragua. There are now about 500
documented solidarity activities supporting
the protest against the aid to the contras by
the Reagan administration. Adults and children have helped them do all the trivial
daily activities for which they have no
more energy. A child, after having helped
one of them wrap himself with a blanket on
the Capitol steps, said to him 'Don't die.'
The veterans have called the attention of
thousands of unaware Americans and made
them realize the real and atrocious situation
in Nicaragua. They have done this in the
most peaceful, humanitarian, and Christian way: risking their lives.

Civil Rights Prevails Gay Rights
NOTICE
This page is an open forum to any person
within the the University Community to
articulate their opinions and political
issues. We welcome all contributions,
stories, graphics and photographs. All are
printable.
Drop a note to, Box AA or stop by the
Mirror Office in Gonzagu Ground.

by Lisa Boyne

Every year the Gay Lesbian Awareness
Day (GLAD), is held in New Haven during the month of May. Like most rallies,
GLAD has its share of protesters as well as
supporters. One such protester who attacked the ideals of Gay rights last May,
was a Yale Student named Wayne Dick.
Wayne, a passive protester, sought his
peace by printing up hundreds of posters
denouncing "the gay way", and proclaiming alternatives for those inquisitive of their
sexual preference. GLAD supporters were
outraged and demanded Wayne Dick be
prosecuted to fullest extent of the law. Yale
took the matter in their own hands placing
him on probation for one year. This sentence would not only remain a permanent

smear in his student file, but would terminate his Yale education if another disciplinary rcpremand occured within the one
year suspension period.
This month the charges imposed on
Wayne Dick were dropped. Armed with the
Dean of Yale's law school, Wayne was able
to convince his jury that his actions last May
were in perfect accordance with the law,
and by publishing the flyer he was excercising his freedom of speech.
In this case we can see how our constitutional rights may work for and against us.
On one hand the freedom of speech enables
us to express ourselves publicaly and
without the threat of government intervention. On the other hand this right can act
against people, igniting a smear campaign,
such as the one Wayne Dick created.

TheWoidfeStill
The Greatest Classroom
OfAIL
Applications are now being accepted
for the University of Pittsburghsponsored Semester at Sea.
Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey
aboard the American-built S.S. Universe
literally offers you the world.
You can earn 12-15 transferable units
from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling upon
places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,
India,Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia
and Spain.
It is a learning adventure designed to
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
the world.
For full information, including a catalog and application,
call 1-800-854-0195. Or write Semester at Sea,
Institute for Shipboard Education,
University of Pittsburgh,
2E Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15260.
Then prepare for the
learning adventure of
your life.

October 23
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TRUDEAU
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MY60D,
HE5-HES
HEARING
I MY-BAHS!

*S UKESTARES

TfmiHmamcB,
MEMORIES OfEAfU

wmtwmarr

V\fe're SfatftingThe
Pricelnto **
The Space® is already our lowestpriced scooter to begin with. And for a limited time, we're lowering the price even more!
Why? The factory has authorized us
to offer you huge discounts. But this deal is
for a limited time only, so hurry in.
The Spree. It's always been easy to
ride. And now, it's just as easy to afford.

HONDA.

$448.00

254-1995

Desjjied tx operator use only. Always wet. a helmet aid ~r protection. Read )«* awn's manual axeUk-.

EEHONDA
■

■

■'

9#Q W

F A I W .* I ■ I O

A CUT AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters
for Men and Women
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

333-7541
$2.00 off with Fairfield I.D.

FAIRFIELD TRADING POST
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
WE CARRY THE LARGEST SELECTION OF EASTPAK
Back to School Duffelbags and
Backpacks in Fairfield County!
10% OFF WITH STUDENT ID
1580 Post Road, Fairfield • 259-3498
Exit 21 Conn. Tpke • Friday Nite 'til 9 p.m.

"WE MAKE PIZZA THE WAY YOU LIKE IT"

APIZZA CENTER RESTAURANT
SPECIALTY MENU
FEATURING:

c i ONLY 2 MINUTES
FROM CAMPUS

^\ 2 2A

ALL TYPES OF HOMEMADE
• ITALIAN DISHES
n BIG DISCOUNT
• ITALIAN GRINDERS
ON LARGE ORDERS
• COMBINATION SALADS
• FISH DISHES
BRING YOUR PARENTS
• CHICKEN & VEAL DISHES FOR PARENTS WEEKEND
TEL NO. 255-1596
116 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD, CT

10% DISCOUNT
WITH F.U.I.D.

WXVSHHISMm.
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Features
Gingerbread Men: Meant to be Eaten?
By Allison Kirby Roche

ly, educably and pennilessly say I was right
It was a hideous story. The plot was - it is odd. (After all the protagonist is surpaper thin, just an excuse for a sequence of reptitiously eradicated without proper
lengthy chase scenes. Character develop- justification). In other words, I just don't
ment was underdeveloped to say the least. understand "The Gingerbread Man."
(To say the most would take too long, but
First, there's the moral that bothers me.
words like zip, nada, and zilcho come to Meant to be eaten, huh? Was he, really?
mind. . .Caspar the friendly ghost had T.G.M., himself doesn't seem to think so.
more substance than the bozos in this He seems to have other plans in mind, big
book). And then there was the ending - it enough plans to inspire him to do his own
was graphic; it was brutal; it was. . .well. version of Springsteen's "Born To Run"
Sly Stallone would have been proud:
from his appearance on page 3 to his dis"Snip, swallow - the fox had bitten off the appearance and untimely end around page
Gingerbread Man's Head. Snap, swallow - 9. It would have been interesting to see
he had swallowed the feet.
what he would have done with all this enerAnd that was the end of the Gingerbread gy if he hadn't been pursued - married a
Man, but then no one really cared much be- Ginger lady? Had gingerbabies? Founded
cause after all, gingerbread men were a ginger dynasty, perhaps? Would Mr.
meant to be eaten."
Narrator have been so ready to bestow
I hated "The Gingerbread Man." I hated labels like 'meant to be eaten' if he was the
it when I was three, and seventeen years one wearing the molasses flavored mocaslater I discovered I still hated it when inex- sins?
plicably I found myself reading it to my litI'm not one of those that believes violence
tle cousin.
has no place in children's literature, (I realWhen I was three, I thought the story was ize now that Bambi's mother's death was a
odd. (After all, the main character died for necessary plot device), but in general I like
no reason at all). Now, seventeen years to see the characters done away with for
later, at the ripe old age of twenty-one and pushing people into ovens, not for jumping
armed with at least seven upper division out of them; and as far as I can see T.G.M.
English classes to my credit I can confident- was pretty guilt free. Why was his death

depicted as socially acceptable? Even those
blood-thirsty Greeks understood the necessity that their characters have at least one
tragic flaw. Is T.G.M.'s childish boast of
"run, run as fast as you can, you can't catch
me I'm the Gingerbread Man" sufficient to
anger the gods?
Personally, I feel a great deal of sympathy for the Gingerbread Man. He's a
minority, Ginger in a world of plasma, with
no family or connections. He is born into
a hostile environment and has no formal
education. All he has is a God-given ability to run and a fast mouth. Now, put into
a situation like that, what would you do?
You'd run like hell, too!
No, looking back "The Gingerbread
Man" raises a number of questions, questions that should be answered before we
carelessly expose it to a new set of susceptible young minds. Questions like: Just who
is the mysterious little old lady - is her baking of T.G.M. synonymous with an act of
creation and is his fleeing from her symbolic of man's turning his back on God? Or is
this a socialistic piece with the farm
representing a Soviet collectivate and
T.G.M. equaling self-serving captialism?
And then there's the most important question of all - Could I possibly earn a doctoral degree asking stupid questions like this?

Harvest
'86
By Joe DeVito

Ah yes, we all remember our high school
proms: the tickets cost $4 million, we
spilled greasy chicken cordon black and
bleu on our rented jackets and costly
gowns, and our drunken dates threw up in
the back seat of the family station wagon
before the goodnight kiss. Now, the Fairfield University Student Association is
offering consolation for embarassing high
school memories: The Harvest Dance.
For only $15, you and the angel of your
choice can enjoy an evening of unparalleled
bliss, without the insecurity and hang-ups
of high school. The weekend promises all
of the swell music, the swell company of
swell friends, and the swell making-fun of
people, that we students have been dreaming about since the moment of our conception.
How could any sane person pass up such
an evening of entertainment at such a low
price? Hurry and buy your tickets, or you
may find yourself asking that very same
question.

Classifieds
Michelle, Teri:
'0000, what is it?"
Mark, Ben
5S, DRIVERS: Dominos Pizza of Fairfield
has openings for drivers this fall. P/T or F/T
flexible hours. Earn $8 to$10 per hour. We
supply uniforms and free meals. Have fun
too! Call 255-8823 for interview.
Hey Bob I will never go to Harvest with
you. Love Beth.
Die lank Your reign is over.Flat Tops
are the new dynasty.
The Personals have arrived!! You can
run a two line personal for $1 .Contact The
Mirror or Kathi Gould box 939.
Volunteers Needed. The waKeman uu).>
and Girls Club in Southport is looking for
volunteers to work 2 hours a week with
their youth program which is soccer and
basketball. If you know of anyone who may
be interested in this you can send them
to:Ms. Patty Kline Wakeman Boys & Girls
Club 385 Center Street Southport, Ct 06490

Certain things are always in style.
Like Tradition . . . Pride . . . Success . . . and
Jostens College Rings. Set yourself apart from the crowd
with a Jostens College Ring . . . your symbol of Success.

JOSTENS
AMERICAS

COLLEGE

10-3 & 5-6:30
DATE: Oct. 29,30,31 TIME: Fri. 10-3 only

RIN

G™j

DEPOSIT REQUIRED: $30

Motorcycle For Sale 1983-V65 Honda
Magna. Excellent Condition. Low
Miles.$3,000orbestoffer.Call371-5914.
Large Desk-Good Condition $50.All
wood entertainment unit,good for stereo,
small t.v. $100. Call 371-5914
Tired of Seilers cooking, cold dirty
dorms-boring parties-here's your chance to
break out while gaining practical experience with a creative outlet. Be our consort. Free meals, board and booze in
spacious townhouse living. Contact for interview. Box 1475 or 254-8046. Please no
men. We do discriminate.

16\278 to choose from—all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

800-351-0222
in Calif. (213) ATT-8226

PLAGE: Campus Center Lobby
;6B> ■ Payment plans available.

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels
8&<313(CP-111-87)

\ * •. ~ '. •

, 4 * 4 * a » ■
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Career Specti
The Key to a Jc
By Annette Agati
A recent article in the Wall Street Journal
pointed out that if you want to get a job
you can either become fluent in Arabic,
learn about the plastic industry, or learn
to write clearly. According to the article,
the most common complaint in business
is a lack of sound writing skills.

Roundtable discussions can provoke lively debate.. . really.

Some companies were so concerned that
in 1984, they organized the Corporate
Council on the Liberal Arts. Included
among the council's 12 members are:
AT&T, Exxon, General Motors, Johnson
& Johnson and CBS.

Career Week Schedule
October 27-30
Monday:

Creative Job Hunting For Liberal Arts Majors
A workshop to identify how to put your liberal arts skills to work in the job market
FDR 3:30 pm
Major Monday
Sponsored by Alumni Relations
Find out how Fairfield Alumni with your major found their careers
Check Campus Center for locations 7-9 pm

Tuesday:

Interviewing Workshop
Learn to sell yourself in an interview
FDR 3:30 pm

Wednesday: Resume Writing Workshop
Learn how to summarize your skills and experience on one page
FDR 3:30 pm
Mock Interviews
Practice your interviewing skills with personnel professionals
Sponsored by FUSA Academic Committee
Oak Room All day
Thursday:

Peter Veruki, vice president and manager
of college relations for New York's
Chemical Bank, said he has noticed a
trend toward "hiring college graduates
with stronger basic educations and fewer
specialized courses."

Career Spectrum
Meet representatives from more than 50 organizations and learn about
their jobs and employers
Sponsored by FUSA Special Events
Oak Room 1:30-4:00 pm

Small group sessions enable one to get valuable insight

Rev. W. Laurence O'Neil, director of the
Career Planning Center, believes that arts
and sciences majors just need to realize
what their skills are and recognize that
companies are looking for the right
skills, not the right major.
Right now, it may seem like accounting
positions are the only available
interviews. That's because they are. But
remember,
accounting
firms
and
departments are busy with taxes from
January through April.
Fr. O'Neil
stressed the point that on campus
interviews should not be your only
outlet, you need to take some initiative.
"On campus recruiters are looking for the
top 20% of the class," he said. They
want grades, work experience, and
campus involvement. "In any college, a
very small percentage of students will
have all three of these qualities."

Fair-field Mirror
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urn
>b is Basic Skills
"A lot of the things recruiters are looking
for, you can't get out of a book," said
Alice Haynes, career counselor. But your
approach to your classes can make a
difference.
Haynes said that evidence of learning
quickly, having good social skills,
communicating well, and being selfmotivated are what interviewers are
looking for, not necessarily technical
skills - 29 credits of accounting.
She pointed out that English and
communications classes teach you to
analyze and interpret ideas in writing and
speech, history helps you learn to
analyze a series of events and pick out
important trends, and math can help you
become a problem solver. Can any
investment banker be successful without
these skills?
If you're still not convinced, a 1982
graduate of Fairfield University, John
Denault can prove that liberal arts majors
do succeed.
Denault was a history major, with a
minor in politics, who is currently an
investment executive and co-head of
Corporate Services at Paine Webber in
Fairfield. He recognized the skills he had
learned and was able to sell them. He
had this to say about Fairfield, it's "one
of the best schools in the country
because you have to measure up and
compete with yourself."
He also stressed that the ability to think
and do is more important than technical
skills.
So before you sign up for a crash course
in Arabic, try putting together a resume
that shows you learned your reading,
writing, and arithmetic.

Representatives of all professions will be here during the week. Check the schedule.

Major Monday with Alumni
By Monica Egan
Tired of hearing that worn-out question,
"What are you going to do with your major
after graduation?" Then come and listen to
some of the answers this Monday night
from 7-9 p.m. at Major Monday.
More than 70 alumni from 21 different
majors have volunteered to discuss their
own career paths with students who will
receive their same degree. The undergraduates will meet in small informal groups with
alumni who will answer questions and offer
advice about choosing a career.
"Speaking to alumni with such a variety
of careers really shows students that they

can apply what they're learning in one particular major toward an unlimited number
of job opportunities," said Tina Agati, '84,
Advertising Copy Chief at G. Fox & Co.,
who spoke to marketing majors at Major
Monday last year.
"And the timing is perfect," adds Agati.
"Students have a chance to explore the
many opportunities available to them before they really feel the pressure of finding
a job."
The meetings with alumni will be held in
various rooms around campus. To find
where your major will be, see listings in the
Campus Center.

Photos by Kevin Wolfthal
Last year even Matt Mullen was able to get a job.
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Prof. Visits Mexico
By Scott R. Davis
This summer was a different one for
Professor Petry of the history department
since he went to the country of Mexico
from June 2nd to July 6th to study and learn
about their culture so that he could have
material to teach his classes of western
*« civilization and Mexican history. At the end
of his trip, he brought back tons of books,
documents, and photographs to share with
his students. Accompanying Professor
Petry for two weeks were Professor Hill
and his wife. While talking with Professor
Petry, it was clear to see the enthusiasm and
interest that he had for this region of Central America.
As a result of his trip to the Central and
colonial valley of Mexico (Guadalajara,
Morelia, and Oaxaca) and to the Province
of the Yucatan, Professor Petry stated that
"the Mexicans are still engaged in a search
for their identity and are bemused by who
they really are. They pursue with a vengeance their"Indian" past and heritage/The
word Indian is used as how the Spaniards
used to describe them.) An emphasis on the
past is seen through the museums, schools,
and celebrations. The museums specialize
in archaelogical exhibits containing some
of the best non-western culture that Professor Petry has ever seen. Another fine example of the past can be seen in a big
government celebration and holiday composed of tens of thousands of spectators
gathered to watch singers from Mexican,
Caribbean and Indian cultures. The participants wore Aztec costumes and reenacted the Spanish conquest with the
slaughter of the Indians. Even in the streets
could be seen youth outside a cathedral doing Aztec dances and rituals. The Mexican
bookstores have the latest in Western literature that has been translated into Spanish
and material that deals with their own his-

tory, literature, art, and poetry. These examples show the mixture of different
cultural influences and \a\ues-Indian
,modern, and Catholic- have made it
difficult for them to identify who they are.
"The institutional church of Mexico is in
disarray and the hierarchy is confused as to
how it should proceed at the present time,"
according to Professor Petry. This confusion is the result of the Mexican Revolution
of the 1920's and 1930's that produced anticlerical attitudes and has been a difficulty
for the leaders to overcome. However, the
people in Mexico are extremely Catholic
and believe in the church.
During his trip, Professor Petry noticed
the signs of the earthquake of September
1985. Damage from the collapse of buildings and broken glass surrounded the city
and has resulted in "more than an ordinary
chaos," stated Prof. Petry. "However, some
people have decided not to rebuild and have
instead created pocket parks that have increased the greenery."
City life in Mexico is described as being
safe by Prof. Petry from his being a New
Yorker. One problem in the cities is" corruption which is far worse than America in
that Mexicans are wary and cynical of the
police." The streets of the city are overcrowded yet this is a "pleasure and joy to
be part of this mad house. Prof. Petry
describes the people of the street as those
who are not anxious to get ahead. On the
sidewalks, millions of venders gather to sell
their goods and food and if lucky are able
to make a 1 to 2 dollar profit per day. Prof.
Petry stated that "the food was scrumptious
and delicious." Another aspect of city life
is the subway system designated by the logo
M. It is much better than our system in that
it is "clean, rapid and efficient." The Mexicans have devised a way to engineer the
crowds in such a way that there never is a

problem of overcrowding even with a high
capacity of 5 million per day! The Pinero
station that acts as a transfer point is a perfect example. An amazing fact of this station is that it has been built around the ruins
of an Aztec temple!
The Mexicans have a one party system
which is made up of the Partido Revolucionario Institucional, also known as the
PRI. They have won all of the elections for
the past 56 years."The system is a very corrupt system, yet corruption is a common
and universal problem found in politics and
is not unique only to Mexico," explained
Prof. Petry. As a result of this corruption,
opposition groups established themselves.
Posters and graffiti can be seen in some
areas of Mexico yet the PRI has the most
money, signs, and votes.
The final week of Professor Petry's journey was spent in Yucatan. "The people of
the Yucatan are direct descendents of the

TEL. 366-8778

more plastic melts away.
An old man, whose wrinkles look like ■
rivers on a map, masticates like a cow. The
lettuce is dropping from his sandwich. I
want to call out. . .too late. The green,
leafy substance with mayonnaise-like"
material clinging to it falls to the floor. The
man looks down. His hat falls off. He turns
to pick it up—his eyes meet mine. This
world of "cellophane flowers of yellow and
green" vanishes. No more plastic!
I leave the multi-colored, sensationpacked, distorted little world. The colors
are too bright; the hamburgers look too
good; the girls in the advertisements smile
too wide. No, Mayor McCheese cannot run
for governor—he isn't real. And neither is
Ronald... or Mr. Rogers... or Rambo...
or Reagan?

October 30th The Mirror will release its first
ever
FASHION EDITION
Look for it.
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70 Reef Rd., Ffld.

259-6944

Full Costume, Child/Adult • Halloween Greeting Cards
• Great Masks • Make-Up • Wonderful Wigs
• Accessories •' Hats • Cobwebs
• Decorations, Streamers, Paper Supplies
• Balloons, Beautiful Halloween Mylars (Foil)

["DO-ITYOURSELF HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
125 BALLOONS,
RIBBONS, HELIUM
TANK & NOZZLE

Chinese Restaurant
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Mayans and are a tranquil people with flat
features and round faces and light brown
skin." They view the Mexicans as "agressive foreigners with a different culture altogether." Prof. Petry stayed in the capitol
of Yucatan, Merida and made day trips to
the various Mayan ruins. On some of the
ruins, serpents are what the Mayans use to
symbolize life and eternity.
When looking back on his trip, Prof.
Petry said his favorite site is the Plaza of the
Three Cultures in Northern Mexico City.
This is a mixture of the ancient, colonial
and modern cultures. In the background,
modern buildings can be seen. In the center
can be seen a Colonial Spanish church built
by the Franciscans in the early sixteenth
century and to the right side of the picture
is the ancient ruins of an Aztec temple. This
photo serves as an excellent way to summarize the various influences that Mexico has
had through time.

NOTICE

Life in the McEighties
By Terry Sullivan
A midnight at McDonald's. I recall a
Dustin Hoffman movie: something about
plastics. McDonald's is plastic. The tables,
the chairs, the walls, the counter—a few
guys wait there to place an order. Above
them, incredible, multi-colored dreamy
foods glow surrealistically. Have you ever
eaten a Big Mac that looked like the pictured fantasy?
About three seats to my left, a mother sits
with her two children. The brother and sister are stretching their tiny mouths to fit the
grease-coated food filled with eighteen
different preservatives (to keep it fresh) and
coloring that is most likely airbrushed on.
I'm happy, you're happy, we're all happywe have Happy Meals. I just sent several
Happy Meals to the Kremlin. Even commies deserve a little happiness.
1984 is upon us. You no longer order
food by name. With the new, improved
method, you order by number. Doublegood, comrades! Instead of wasting your
hard-earned eight seconds by requesting
three main food groups—a slab of meat,
fried strips of potatoes, carbonated sugarwater—you only use a split-second. 1,2,3.
More plastic!
I see a land of ice-cream mountains and
milk chocolate rivers. We've reached the
promised land, the land of milk and honey.
Yes, Sunday's Wednesday at Carv... sorry, wrong commercial.
Still, even in this commercial paradise,
I see teenage moms and their kids. No plastic can hide it. As they sit for a meal, the
mother/teenager glances heavily at her children. They eat. The plastic coating peels
away.
Four hispanics talk in a foreign language.
They laugh nastily. Their faces are slightly bearded, even the woman's. Their
voices, their clothes, their eyes, their manners are rough. I presume they're poor. Still

[Photo by Prof. Petry]

"Plaza de las Tres Cultures" in Mexico

1844 Post Road, Fairfield
(1-95 Exit 21, Across from Zera Musiciand)
NEW HAVEN
787-1876

FAWFKU>

NORWALK
852-1876
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Arts & Entertainment
Say What? Say When
By Robert Amoroso

Say When.. . "three for three.

(photo by Andrea Whitehouse)

Say When's Northeastern Tour:
Jack's Harvard Sq., Boston
Marty's Port Chester, NY
Fairfield University

Mon. 10/27
Wed. 11/12
TBA

On Reflection: Dire Straits
by Robert Amoroso

What makes a classic album? That is a
question with no textbook answer. It's a situation that has no solitary solution, but
many examples can be used. One such example is Dire Straits' Making Movies.
Presently, Dire Straits is considered the
consummate rock band, combining members from both England and America. Finally, Mark Knopfler has achieved genius
status by those other than his peers. But the
explosion a cut like "Money For Nothing"
caused was five years too late for Making

Movies is arguably their best album from
a very impressive lot.
The most difficult task about Making
Movies is trying to declare the LP's best
cut. If you ask me, it all depends on the day
of the week. "Expresso Love" is a near perfect rocker which proves beyond a shadow
of doubt that Knopfler can create guitar
hooks with the best of them. His unmistakable style doesn't hurt his reputation, either.
"Solid Rock" is just what the song title
declares. It's not only solid, but superior.
"Tunnel of Love" is the lenghty "epic"
Continued on page 12

There was a time the band Say When
could best be described as a competent outfit whose potential was evident, but unfulfilled. Yet times have changed, as have Say
When. Now firmly established as a trio,
Say When performed at the Grotto in New
Haven last Thursday night to a very excitable crowd. Faster and faster, Say When is
realizing its vast potential. This was their
first club gig since early August — you
would have never sensed it.
For those of you unfamiliar with Say
When, they are a Connecticut-based threepiece band with Jack Lyon taking vocals/guitar, John C. Knight on vocals/bass
and Brad Scott handling drum duties. Fortunately, they frequently play this campus
so they are not strangers to this area. They
also are not strangers at playing an entertaining set.
This particular Say When show displayed
a host of new materials with a few oldies
mixed in. Knight opened things up with
"T.D. '86 (Her Heart)." On contact, you
could tell Say When had something to
prove. Knight's deep vocal range was on
key all night, much to no one's surprise.
Lyon took lead for such zingers as "Don't
Let Me Be Alone" and "Innocence," two
gutsy endeavors highlighting Lyon's ability to write the quintessential pop song.
From here, things got even better.
A pair of brand-new compositions followed, and they are sure to be Say When
classics. Pertaining to "Art of Devotion"
and "August Moon (When Two Hearts
Fall)," these two cuts relied on heavy
dosages of sensitivity without a heavy-

Knight, combined wondrous lyrics with superior song construction. Knight's bass
playing ability is rapidly increasing as has
his writing prowess. Lyon took care of the
latter song and this may be his best written
tune to date. Lyon's old standby "Your
Eyes" followed, and the patrons at the Grotto screamed with mania-based fervor.
Brad Scott, forever the backbone to the
Say When machine, did a highly plausible
version of the Clash's "I Fought the Law."
"No More Fears," yet another fine Say
When relic put the finishing touches on a
most encouraging hour of music. A hyper
version of "Only the Good Die Young"
finalized the set. But encores were in order based on the crowd's insistence for their
return.
The encores consisted of a couple of
Knight compositions. The first, called "Angel," is a killer ballad, very tender, but not
syrupy. Say When finally nailed the coffin
with a very festive original called "Bad."
The band left with smiles, as did the crowd.
Their return to the Grotto was not only welcome, it was entirely triumphant.
But what makes Say When click so well?
In a word: versatility. Lyon plays guitar,
sings, writes, and possesses perfect matinee
idol looks. Knight sings, writes, plays bass,
acoustic guitar and poses as the perfect
complement to Lyon. Scott not only plays
precision drums, but also adds key backing vocals. I ask you, how many bands can
state such multi-purpose talent? Whatever
is fallible with this band can only be rectified with time. Young, hungry, and professional are fundamental attributes for success. On this account Say When is, without
question, three for three.

If you don't fill out and return your
STUDENT DIRECTORY
INFORMATION SHEET
something terrible will happen to you:
nothing.

You must return your sheet
to be included in the Directory.
Extras available at Information Desk.
RETURN TO BOX P IN MAILROOM NOW!!!

y
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ELP Doing Just Fine at MSG
By Robert Amoroso

The history of Emerson, Lake, and
Palmer is quite an illustrious one. Still, the
band went out with little fanfare in 1978,
an indication that the art-rock era was to
close soon after. But time can do strange
things. Since the first ELP decline Keith
Emerson balanced making soundtracks
with semi-retirement. Lake made two solid
solo LPs and played with Asia for about
three weeks. Carl Palmer has played with
Asia for four years. It took eight years to
get ELP back, sans Palmer. Their recent
Madison Square Garden gig proved to be
a spectacular affair. Overdone, as usual,
but still memorable. What comes around
goes around. Somebody said that once.
There were some questions as to how
ELP was to do this night. First, could Cozy
Powell sustain himself in Palmer's shoes?

The other was a question of material. Were
they to flood the crowd with the new album
or rely on past history? Thankfully, there
were no worries on either account.
Opening with the grandiose new mecca
work called "The Score," the trio quickly
was embraced by a surprisingly responsive
crowd. Emerson was the closest thing to
flawless as he bullied through this one with
ease. Greg Lake's vocals were just as
smooth as years past. Why hasn't this man
signed to do Cordova commercials? So far,
so good.
The midsection of the set balanced a trip
through yesteryear. ELP, let it be known,
are nobody's fool. If you wanted the oldies,
you got it. But surprises did seep in.
"Pirates," always a vastly underrated number, put the show in full force. Much of
"Tarkus" and "Picture At An Exhibition"

Wonderous Stories
By Robert Amoroso

Big news is the official announcement of
a new Star Trek television series for the
next fall season.. .Interestingly, it is only
being offered to the networks which currently release the show's reruns. . .These
will be a new cast behind this one.. .The
key is that Gene Roddenberry is behind it so
staunch Trekkies do not have to settle for
imitation... Motley Crue, those wacky
West Coast boys, released something called
uncensored videos... I wonder what they
exploit?... Their next album (due shortly)
will be called Girls, Girls, Girls... Nice to
see the classic Long Island club My Father's
Place is making a very welcome comeback. . .They will have the one and only
Ramones play there on October 31... Peter
Gabriel plays Madison Square Garden on
December 1... Tickets went on sale Monday . . .1 saw Gabriel twice in 1982 and he
was the most captivating performer I've
ever seen.. . That includes Bono, Michael
Stipe, Phil Collins and a whole host of
others... Birthday wishes go out to Therese
DeStefano.. .She, along with her illustrious housemates, are the nicest brand of
people one could meet... I think this Max
Headroom hype has got to stop... Synthetic yuppies is rehashing an already known
stereotype... I've got plenty of folks to

On Reflection (cont)
which shows how Knopfler can get away
with sounding downright gritty. "Hand in
Hand," along with "Romeo and Juliet"
prove to be exceptional foils to the record's
harder edge. "Hand in Hand" is so tremendously delicate and melancholy, it hurts.
"Skateaway," the album's commercial composition, once again reverts back to the
retrospect. Though Brothers., had some

thank.. .Thanks to Jim Sheridan for his
D.L. Roth review and Sox fan Chuck Johnson for the graphic that accompanied the
story.. . My favorite David Lee Rothism:
"I used to have a drug problem, but now I
can afford it". .. Diamonds are
forever... Belated thanks to Melissa Campanelli and to Joseph Draper for their contributions... Without these two Mirror
editors, this publication would cease to exist... The new Bruce Willis/Kim Bassinger
film looks sizzling. . .Bruce is great, but
Kim is one female who makes everything
else on the screen seem meaningless ... Now if she could only act... There
will be yet another John Lennon LP out
which includes more unreleased
tracks. . .The pursuit of the buck can really get out of hand... In the sob, sob department: Duran Duran will continue, but
Roger and Andy are gone... Replacement
searches are underway.. . But John and
Andy will work on a second Power Station
LP in February (with DesBarres not
Palmer)... Got all that?... The more I read
it, the more I think the Fairfield Now is a
bloody joke, catering to alumni and their social conscious contributions.. .This place
won't get a dime from me when I'm gone...
I think they get enough as it stands. . .Tempus fugit.
genuine moments, Making Movies keeps
getting better and better with repeated
listenings. Some dye-in-the-wool Straits
fans look at Love Over Gold as their grandest accomplishment. Possibly, but Making Movies touches so many moods,
something that few albums (whether or not
it is Dire Straits) can proclaim.

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
AREA REP MANAGER

heavy reliance on quintessential Knopfler,
both musically and vocally. Once again, he
delivers with glorious results.
Comparing Brothers in Arms with Making Movies is almost laughable in
FORMERLY OF DEMETRIS

Tel. 254-7176

Earn salary, commission and
tree travel Position involves
management of area campus
reps for a national college
travel and marketing firm.
Approximately 20 hours per
week, ideal for senior or
graduate student.

CAMPUS

REP

Earn commission and free -y
travel. Market ski and beach
tours on your campus.

Unisex Hairstylist
1000 Haircut
$800 with FU iD

Call Michael DeBoer at 914682-1795 or write to American Access Travel, 141 Central Park Avenue South,
Hartsdale, NY 10530

BOBBY & XANTHI
Grasmere Plaza
173 Post Rd., Store 2
Fairfield, CT 06430

CALLTOLLFREE
(800) 992-3773

HAIR N' PLACE
$

Across from Luigi's

. .

was attended to as well. Side long epics
were an ELP specialty and those who were
looking for them weren't disappointed.
Many waited for Greg Lake to take the
stage alone with acoustic guitar in hand.
Lake is frequently overshadowed by the
eminent status of Emerson, but the way
about him still makes him enduringly viable. The expected ditties such as "Still, You
Turn Me On" and "Lucky Man" were handled with fine execution. It was also nice to
hear "Watching Over You," a lost endeavor
off the Works II collection.
From here Emerson went off on his
neverending tangents of synthesizer
wizardry and acoustic piano prowess. He,
somewhere down the line, will play in Avery Fisher Hall. But for now, his legend and
his continuing legacy didn't tarnish.

The encores were typical "KarnEvil 9"
was played for awhile until Emerson really went off the deep end by stabbing an old
wooden piano. Powell did a power drum
solo complete with lighting effects. The
faithful were blown away. Sometimes, this
is what exclusively matters.

■ ■■•i ■_■■
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ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1987
The Air Force has a special program for 1987 BSNs. If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualify, you must have an
overall *B" average. After commissioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer. For more information, call

SSgt Bruce Vleira
237-6623 collect

FUSA presents
the Annual

HALLOWEEN
DANCE
Friday, October 31
9 p.m.-l .m.
in Campus Center
Music by "SORE THUMB"
Stag-Her Inn bar will be opened
for those of legal age.
GET A COSTUME
READY NOW!!
Don't miss this SPOOKTACULAR event!!
* Proceeds to benefit the United Way *
■

- •-.•„■• • -
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Peggy Sue Gets Married: Time Travel Goes Full Circle
By Robert Amoroso
It would be a simple-minded
accusation to declare Peggy Sue Got
Married a cross between Back to the
Future and a segment from the Gidget
series. True, the premise of time travel
exists, as it did in Back to the Future,
but from a different perspective. Peggy
Sue., is a film of depth, not only in its
script, but in its characters as well. At
this stage in their respective careers,
personnel like Kathleen Turner and
Nicolas Cage can be a bit more selective
about what film projects they wish to
choose.
Here, they made the right
choice.
Peggy Sue (Turner) has led a

comtemporary life. She was a high
school bigwig, had hidden emotions
about her parents, and lived life with a
cloud of regret hanging above. She
married schoolmate head honcho Charlie
(Cage), and she visioned a happily ever
after existence. Somehow, things didn't
quite work out the way she planned.
Peggy Sue is oh so emotional.
When she eventually divorces Charlie,
falling to emotional pieces is the
outcome. But Peggy, because she is so
llikable, receives strong support from
different sources, especially her daughter.
At a subsequent high school reunion, she
is even respected by her peers in her
election of Class Queen (see photo).

After this, the trip begins.
The scene shifted to 1960. Peggy
is back to her young days. Not aware
that she is twenty-five years behind the *\
times, she says and does things with
humorous results. The entire time travel
sequence is cinematic surrealism at its
very best. Francis Ford Coppola, as he
did in Rumble Fish, put together a
laudably unsettling film; something to
be seen, not to be put into words of
judgment.
Peggy Sue Got Married will Kathleen Turner: Her versatility continues.
further Turner's reputation as a most
versatile actress. Her eclectic roles (from lot of leading ladies.
Body Heat to Prizzi's Honor) have clearly
Nicolas Cage, a hidden secret on
ranked her with the best of an improving the movie scene, nourished his Charlie

Sigue Sigue Sputnik Sputters with Flaunt It
By Scott MacDonald
Wondering what the worst album of the
year (maybe decade) was going to be this
time around? Look no further, because
Sigue Sigue Sputnik's "Flaunt It" wins that
honored spot hands down. These guys tooted themselves as the first proto-postpunk
band and the fifth generation of rock and
roll. Yeah, and I'm Wade Boggs.
The founder and main songwriter for the
group is Tony James, who used to play in
Generation X with Billy Idol. Upset by
Billy's departure, but most of all his success, Tony decided to create a "ground
breaking" band with a totally new sound.
To do this he hired four weirdos with no
musical experience and stuck them away
for a few years to achieve this "new sound."
At this point you can guess the result.
The best song on the album is "21 st Century Boy"-unfortunately that's not saying
. much. More unfortunate is that every other
song sounds just like it, except as poorer
variation. Each has the same drum beat and
bassline; there are no musical production
values whatsoever, and there are also horrible sound effects overdubs.
With song titles like "Atari Baby," "Sex-

Bomb Boogie," and "She's My Man," the
lyrics are unsurprisingly ridiculous. Such
lines as "I'm a Space Cowboy.. . hips, lips,
beauty queens, venus, ramp, sexy tramp"
are perfect compliments to the atrocious
music.
The "message" Sigue is trying to get
across (inferred more from the album jacket
than the music) is that the bottom line in
anything is bucks. Tony James specifically came out and said that Sputnik is only out
to make money. That, however, is no excuse for this record. He even went so far

as to sell advertising space on the album,
so you can hear anything from magazines
to condoms being plugged between each
song. The only problem is that the commercials are far more interesting than any of
Sigue's music.
These guys feel that the American public will go for anything that is constantly
flaunted as great, no matter how bad it is.
I disagree — this stuff reeks so bad flies will
swarm to it. Sigue Sigue Sputnik has done
for contemporary music what Godzilla did
for film — but without the campy fun.

Then get in on the ground floor in our Platoon Leaders Class program
for college freshmen, sophomores and juniors. You could start
planning on a career like the men in this ad have. And also have some
great advantages like:
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year
■ As a freshman or sophomore, you
could complete your basic training
during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $1200
during each session
■ Juniors earn more than $2100 dur
ing one ten-week summer session

character with purpose. Charlie's hair,
voice, and overall image was indeed a
facade. Cage has star status coming to
him if he continues in this vain.
Be forewarned, if you are
expecting to see a typical "hit" movie
with shallowness and glitz, Peggy Sue
Got Married doesn't fit the bill. It's a
film you have to work at to see lucid
results. Needless to say, there are at least
ten subplots and storyline twists that
weren't exposed here. Top Gun this is
not. Even with its blemishes (was it a
bit overambiguous?), Peggy Sue Got
Married has too much going for it to
ignore completey.

■ Seniors and graduates can be commissioned through the Officer
Candidate Class Program
■ You can take free civilian flying lessons
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps'
commissioning programs. You could
start off making
I more than $18,000
a year.

Want to move
up quickly?

We're looking for a fewgood men.

By John Doe
Your
article
could
be here.
WRITE
for
THE MIRROR
Office: Gonzaga Ground
Mailbox AA

See Captain Faughnan in the Student Center Oct. 24 1986 from 10 AM-2 PM.
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Ruggers Roll Over Drew ODE TO THE METS
By Michael Loughney

This past Saturday the Fairfield Rugby A
team accomplished something remarkable.
The A team played two games in on 80
minute period. If you're confused, let me
elaborate. Fairfield A's beat Drew's A's by
a score of 50-6, and Fairfield's A backs beat
the A scrum by a score of 5 tries to 4.
It became apparent that Fairfield was in
for an easy day when James Galligan and
Mike Steed each scored a try in the first 3
minutes of play. A few minutes later J.B.
crossed the try line screaming "Cujo, Cujo,
Cujo" and was then followed by Bob
"Blood, Guts and Ankles" O'Neil who
scored with a textbook try. Now the score
was 20-0 and it was obvious that the Drew
team was no longer a factor in the game.
The A's continued to dominate led by outstanding performances from Kevin "Popkick" McDonough and Mike "Turkey
Thief Douns. Two more tries from Terrence Tangney and Scott McCourt put the
backs ahead of the scrum at the half. The
score stood Fairfield backs 3-Fairfield
scrum 2... and oh. . . Drew was losing
30-0.
The second half scoring was started off
with two quick tries from Terrence Tangney and Rob Keough and the backs were
ahead to stay. The scrum scored twice more
before the end of the game on tries from Bill

McCormick and Pat Wolff, but fell short
5-4 as the final whistle blew. Drew surprisingly enough did score a try with 5 minutes
left in the game, but that was due only to
the A back's exhaustion from running in so
many tries. The A game demonstrated the
kind of team Fairfield can field and the A
players exhibited nothing but teamwork on
the pitch. It should be noted that the rumors
of Bill McCormick shouting "My try, My
try, Get away" just before he scored are entirely unfounded.
The B's also put on an impressive show
defeating Drew's B's 25-0. The first half
was all Fairfield as the B's dominated both
Drew's backs and scrum. Craig Maloney
took care of the scoring with a try and a
penalty kick and was backed by strong performances from Tim "187 Nights" Downey
and Chris Donnolly. Leading 9-0 the second half B's took the field and played
equally as well. They increased their lead
to 13-0 on a try from Hank Blaney and two
more tries from Jeff "Soup" Campbell and
Richie Lee made the final score 25-0. Fairfield's C's were also victorious winning
12-0 on tries from Mario, Rich Craig and
some precision kicking from Paul Simko.
Once again a large crowd out for the game
on parent's weekend and most of the ruggers spent the day explaining to their parents that the game isn't nearly as rough as
it looks.

Lacrosse Remains Undefeated
By Phinneas J. Whoopie
Chalk up another one for the Stag
Stickmen. On a near perfect Saturday
afternoon, in front of thousands of
cheering parents and screaming, gorgeous
co-eds the Fairfield Lacrosse team rolled
to an easy win over the UConn Huskies,
19-5. After four weeks of practice and
three victories, the Stags looked like a
finely tuned machine in high gear as they
dismantled a loosely organized UConn
team.
The onslaught started early, very
early. I'm talkin' 18 seconds into the
game when Alan "can I buy you a
drink?" Vandermark spied a wide open
Paul "I can't stand T.J." Brennan in the
crease. Mr. Brennan skillfully introduced
the ball to the back of the net to notch
what would be the first of many goals.
Senior Tri-Captain Mike "Mr. Potato
Head" Bonzoni took it upon himself to
crank 30 shots yielding only 6 goals.
Nice effort. Bing, you made Mom, Dad
and Allison proud.
On the brighter side, some of the
Stags were willing to pass the ball off
unselfishly to their teammates and settle
for less glorifying assists. Over 50% of
the 19 goals scored came off sharp,
stinging passes to men in more
advantageous
shooting
positions.
Notching these assists were Hugh
"Beaumont" Coyle leading the team with
5, followed by John "Viemes" Callegari
with 2 and single assists were recorded by
Ash "Brown" Thumm, Al "Do you come
here often" Vandermark, Brian "Image"
Dempsey, and Pat "Cool Guy" Fogerty.
Some of the recipiants of these blistering
passes were Al "What's Your Sign"
Vandermark with 2 goals, Paul "I'm the
Greatest" Breena (2), Joe "She was cute
at Fordham" Sargent (2), Skeets Coyle
(2) and Bod "Wanna See Me fee"
Sullivan. Some other guy who plays
attack scored a goal but we're not going
to mention him because he injured T.J.'s
knee. Overall the reasons for this bonus
in offensive production were the deftness
. of the stickwork displayed by all and the
superior offensive coordination of
Coaches Andy Scheffer and Brendan
. "GQ" Fisk.

At the other end of the field the
Stags were backed up by the stalwart
effort of, goalie Robert "Romeo" Wood,
who thwarted every UConn attempt with
ease and consequently had time to relax
on the sidelines with his true love
"Juliet". Assisting his Royal Woodness
were the close defense of the H-Bombers:
starters Mike "E.J. Phone" Hone, Steve
"Pinky" Hatton and T.J. "I made a game"
Hargen". Backing up the H-bombers
were Curt "Mets" Muffleman, Bill "I get
nothin'" Walsh, Nick "The Boz" Bozzo,
Greg "Bullwinkle" Eichom, Mike "Why"
Gillespie, Kevin "Mad Dog" Kuryla
(who did score a goal, but let's face it
Kevin, Tom Booney could've done that.)
Altogether the Laxmen once
again proved that their 4-0 record is no
fluke (no, not you Mike Steed, but nice
try anyway.) as they combine finesse,
speed and a toughness which will assure
them a very successful spring campaign.
Make sure all you Stagmaniacs are on
hand this Saturday at 1:00 PM at
Campion Field as we take on our hapless
and out of shape alumni. Same lax time,
same lax channel.

By Rick Brown
What's this? The Mets finally won
a pennant? The New York Mets? The
Mets who once had a 40-120 record
finally won? Impossible. The Mets are
perennial losers. They're not supposed to
win.
Winning is reserved for the
Phillies, Cardinals, and Dodgers. Don't
the Mets know that only the Yankees are
supposed to win in New York? People
are supposed to feel sorry for the Mets.
Fans laugh at the Mets and playfully
chide true Met fans. The Mets have
always had guys like Ron Hodges
catching, Willie Monanez at first base,
Felix Millan at second, and anybody with
two legs at third. Ellis Valentine and
Elliot Maddox in the outfield. Bob
Myrick and Craig Swann pitching. They
are not supposed to be players with
household names. (Joe Frazier, a man
with a household name, once managed
the Mets, but this was not the famous
boxer. Maybe the boxer would have had
better luck in producing a winner because
this Frazier never did.) It couldn't be that
the Mets finally won. The only reason
they ever existed was because the Cubs
needed somebody to battle for last place.
The Mets finally did win. Finally
all us Met fans who have watched the
Mets finish in last place year after year,
finally have something to cheer about.
Hodges has been replaced by the AilAmerican Boy, Gary "the Kid" Carter.
He is a guy whose milk-drinking image
along with his bat constantly irritate the
opposition. Montanez has been replaced

by perennial .300 hitter Keith Hernandez.
Third base finally has stability in
sometimes
boxer, sometimes player,
Ray Knight. Valentine and Maddox,
among other nameless players have been
replaced by Daryl Strawberry, a guy who
hasn't reached his full potential, but who
still hits 25 home runs and drives in 90
runs each year.
Strawberry is
accompanied in the outfield by scrappy
Lenny Dykstra, a fan favorite.
The pitching staff is the best in
baseball. Led by 21 year old Dwight
Gooden, the staff has become the envy of
the league with four of its starters who
could be aces of other staffs.
Put all these guys together and what
do you get? Winners, 24 winners in all
who together set a club record of 108
victories this past season.
After a 13 year drought, longer than
the Red Sox, the Mets are winners again.
Its been a long time but after watching
this year's edition of the Mets, we look
forward to many more winning seasons if
this present group of winners' sticks
together.

11 points
Son,
you've got
some things
to learn.

HARVEST
WEEKEND
1986
***

Friday, October 24
Fun Time in the Stag-Her Inn
from 5 until 8
Live Entertainment

Saturday, October 25

45 New Haven Rd

Seymour, CT
8810639

Harvest Dance
9 p.m.-l a.m.
In Oakroom - featuring "Infinity"
In M.D.R. - featuring "Break-100'
.
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A degree
of caring.
For people who care about peopleteachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals—Northeastern University has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouve College of
Human Development Professions.
You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
that include:
Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education
Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &

T%r\t^wmr^tkT
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diology

KlJ WT^Tj jlj
Doctoral and non-degree certification
*^ V^fc* * x^* v programs are also available.
For more
m AX* TV TT"i
information and a free catalog,
Kf) MAt U
call (617) 437-2708 or write to BostonBouve College at the address below.
t *^^^^^ w **
C* Northeastern University
Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions
107 Dockser Hall.Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115
Northeastern University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action educational institution and employer

Remember the mirth, the madness, the mayhem; and all those
other words that begin with "M"?
Well, they're back!
THE RED SEA
contact Brian McGrath or Paul Fabbri for details. Remember don't
be left out. For that matter don't be left alone with Huey Mockler.
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FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS WRAP-UP
Booster End
Drought
SOCCER: The Stags' one game of the
week resulted in a 2-0 shutout of a hosting
Northeastern squad. Fairfield traveled to
Boston for a late Saturday afternoon match
on Astroturf, where the visitors immediately adjusted to the quick surface and outshot
their hosts 15-4. After a scoreless first half,
senior forward Rob McMahon headed in a
textbook cross by freshman Kevin Hartigan. McMahon now leads the Stags in scoring with three goals on the season. Hartigan
moved to second place on the scoring roster
with an unassisted tally 15 minutes later. It
was a 22-yard boot into the corner of the
net. Freshman goalie Jim Kallio continued
his amazing play, collecting his fourth
shutout of the season, by making another
spectacular save late in the game.
The Stags continue a four-game road trip
with visits tO New Ynrlr University on

Wednesday and the University of Rhode Island Saturday morning.

Stickers Split
FIELD HOCKEY: Fairfield split its two
games this week, shutting out Western
Connecticut, but coming up short against
Lowell.
The Lady Stags tied last season's win
mark on Wednesday with a 1-0 victory over
a visiting Western Connecticut State
University. Sophomore keeper Karen Merchant chalked up her second shutout of the
season, without benefit of a save as Fairfield outshot its opponents 31-3. Beth Fergusson hit the cage with seven minutes left
to play when she was left alone with the ball
just inside the circle.
Fergusson scored the lone goal in Saturday's contest with Lowell. Again it was a
late-game, unassisted shot, but coming
from well outside the circle this time. The
goal prevented a Lowell shutout and moved
Fergusson into first place on the Lady Stag
scoring list with five goals. Merchant,

again in net, made five saves for the afternoon, while the shots were a near-even
17-16, in favor of Lowell.
The Lady Stags continue their homestand
by hosting Connecticut College this Thursday and Drew on Saturday.

Raquettes Roll
WOMEN'S TENNIS: The Lady netters
lost a very close match to Queens midweek,
then defeated Quinnipiac on Saturday to
keep a winning record overall.
Fairfield split the singles matches against
Queens on Wednesday with two of the three
losses coming from tie-breakers. Victorious for Fairfield were fi Joan Dolan who
blanked her opponent 6-0, 6-0, fl Tricia
Hanley 6-3, 6-0, and ff Donna Savarese
6-2, 6-3. 1 Doland and Hanley dropped
.their doubles match 6-3, 7-5, but fi Stacey
Dixon and Savarese took their opponents
6-3,6-2. Queens won the final doubles, and
thus the match, 6-1, 5-7, 6-0.
On Saturday, the Lady Stags had
clinched the match by the end of singles

play, by taking five of the six matches. Victors were 1 Dixon, Hanley, Savarese, #
Tricia Arcerio and % Sue Joy. Fairfield
was successful in the fl doubles contest as
Kris Laumeyer and Maureen Errity
downed their opponents 6-0, 6-2.
Fairfield's final match of the season will
be played on Tuesday when the Lady Stags
host the University of Bridgeport.

B. Ball
Bull Dogged
FALL BASEBALL: The Fairfield
University baseball team finished the fall
schedule on a down note. The Stags, on a
rare fall away trip, traveled the New Haven
to take on the Elis' of Yale. It was a trip the
Stags wished they had not taken as they
dropped both games of the doubleheader,
5-0 and 7-5.
In the first game the Stags could only
muster five hits of Eli pitching. Their only
threat came in the first when a single by Ken
McGovern, a walk to Joe Mancini, followed by Chris Cook single loaded the
bases before freshman Ignacia Jaca lined to
short to end the threat. After that the Stags
never had more than one man on base at a
time.
The second game looked more promising for the Stags as they tied the game at two
with a pair of runs in the second. Dan
Buchanan led off the inning with a single.
Freshman Darren Fink successfully
sacrificed him to second. After a Matt
McLaughlin walk, Mike Svab singled in ,
Buchanan, with McLaughlin also scoring
on an Eli error. However, the tie was shortlived as Yale scored four runs in their half
of the third to put the game out of reach.
Despite being down 7-2 going into the last
inning, the Stags went out with a bang.
Svab, McGovern, and Mancini all walked
leading off the seventh. Cook tallied his second hit of the game, a two-tun single scoring Svab and McGovern. Mancini also
crossed the plate when Yale botched the re*
lay throw from the outfield. It was too little, too late as Yale hung on for the 7-5
victory.
Fairfield finished the fall with a 9-7-1
mark, which has to be considered a pleasant
surprise considering six regulars and four
pitchers are in their first year with the
Stags.

Personal Bests

ONLY

$6

Right now, you can get the
hearty THURSDAY THICK
ONE for only six bucks! A
thick 12" pizza with
pepperoni, double cheese
and extra thick crust, and
we guarantee delivery in
less than 30 minutes. So
call Domino's Pizza® and
ask for the THURSDAY
THICK ONE.

EXTRA THICK CRUST

Fairfield

255-8823
1580 Post Rd.

Store hours
4:30 PM-1 AMSun.-Thurs.
4:30 PM-2 AM Fri. & Sat.
Our drivers carry less
than $20,00.
Limited delivery area.
© 1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

CROSS COUNTRY: The Harriers had
split duel races this past weekend, with the
women hosting Yale's B squad and the men
hosting Hofstra.
Every Lady Stag posted a personal best
time Saturday morning, despite bowing to
their visitors 16-44. Freshman standout
Michele Tannian took fifth place, crossin
first for Fairfield with a time of 20:44 on
the new 5k course. Her time was just one
minute behind the first place finisher. Coming in seventh was Senior Captain Patty
Summer at 21:58. The Lady Stag field was
rounded out by Mary Sharon Buckley who
ran a new time of 24:39 despite an injured
ankle, Rochelle Deach on her teammates
heels at 24:58 and Kristin Maher.
The Stags were nudged out by the Flying Dutchmen 23-32, despite taking first
place on the new 5.85k course. Senior cocaptain Gary Gillis set the course record at
34:08. The Stags captured eight through
11th place with four runners crossing
almost simultaneously.
Mike Bartley led the pack at 35:35:06,
Kevin Fagan finished right behind him at
35:35:48, senior co-captain Gil Lawson
then came in at 35:40 and John Driscoll
crossed at 36:31. The Stags were rounded
out by Greg McLaughlin at 39:12, senior
John Monroe, running for the first time
since high school, at 40:20 and Brian
Kavanaugh at 44:53.

